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Rhodes: A Translation and Commentary of the Joseph Smith Hypocephalus

translation and commentary of
the joseph smith hypocephalus

A

michael dennis rhodes

my purpose in writing this paper has not been to try to prove
that the prophet joseph s interpretation of the hypocephalus is
correct that proof can come only from god and each individual
must find it for himself rather it has been my aim to present a
translation and commentary of the hypocephalus known as facsimile 2 of the pearl of great price drawing upon our current
knowledge of egyptian language culture and religion surprisingly at least to some in a number of instances joseph smith s
interpretation accords with modern egyptology s in other cases
however there is definite disagreement I1 have not tried to dismerely to present
guise or pass over these differences 1I have sought merelyto
them as 1I see them what significance can be attached to them each
must decide for himself
when dealing with things egyptian one must constantly be
on guard against making absolute statements our knowledge of
egyptian civilization is woefully small As alan gardiner has
stated it must never be forgotten that we are dealing with a
civilization thousands of years old and one of which only tiny
remnants have survived what is proudly advertised as egyptian
history is merely a collection of rags and tatters 1 at best we can
make educated guesses which are in constant need of revision
and which often when viewed in the light of subsequent knowledge seem most ludicrous this paper then is not meant to be
a definitive and final word on the joseph smith hypocephalus
but rather in gardiner s words A target for others to tilt at
hypocephalus is the name given to a small disk shaped object
made of papyrus stuccoer
stuccoed
coed linen bronze wood or clay which the
stuc
egyptians placed under the head of their deceased hence the name
hypocephalus literally under the head
the purpose of the
michael dennis rhodes is a graduate student in egyptology at freie universitat berlin
germany
lan H gardiner egypt of the pharoahs oxford clarendon press 1964
alan
P
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hypocephalus was to envelope the head and body in flames or
radiance thus making the deceased divine 2 the hypocephalus
itself symbolized the eye of re or horus
horns 3 ie the sun and the
scenes portrayed on it relate to the resurrection or life after death
which idea is more particularly symbolized by the course of the
sun the upper portion of the hypocephalus represented the day
sky and the lower portion the part with the cow the night sky
hypocephali first appeared during the saite dynasty 663and their use continued down at least to the christian
525 BC
era 4 it is in the saite recension of the book of the dead chapter
162 that directions for the construction and use of the hypocephalus are given the section to which this chapter belongs 162165 is found only in the late saite version and contains many
strange words and concepts eduard naville considers these chapters to be of foreign origin or at least influenced by sources
outside egypt 5 E A wallis budge suggests that the influence
is in part nubian 6
since the meaning of the hypocephalus is intimately connected
with chapter 162 of the book of the dead I1 will now give a
translation of the whole of that chapter as it is found in richard
7
buch
Todten
todtenbuch
lepsius
lessius
chapter 162

title
1

A spell for causing flame to occur under the head of a glorified
being
to be recited greetings to you mighty pars of
the lofty double plumes possessor of the white
crown of upper egypt equipped with the flail
you are lord of the phallus 9 you rise consistently

see
Wi grand
buch
cigrand
Todten kuch
kurb der aegypter leipzig C wigrand
todienbuch
lepsius
sius das todtenbuch
ee richard Lep
lessius
cie
cle
articie
article
ap 26061
arti
260 61 of this artl
chapter 162 line 10 translation on pp
1842
samuel birch hypocephalus in the possession of sir henry B meux bart
cai archaeology november 1883 p 3 hereafter
cal
biblical
proceedings for the society of Bihli
ischen religiongeschichle
religion geschichte
agyptischen
see also hans bonnet reallexikon der Agypt
cited as PSBA
ap 314 and 630
berlin de gruyter 1952 pp
see samuel birch
hypocephalus in the collection of walter myers esq
PSBA 2 june 1885 p 214 where birch discusses a hypocephalus which
F S A
dates to about the christian era
buch
rach der XVIII bis XX
earb
todtenbucb
todtenbuch
das aegyptische Todten
eduard naville einleitung DOS
Dyn
asrie
dynast
astie
astle
ie 3 vols berlin A asher 1886 p 184
new york dover
E A wallis budge the gods of the egyptians 2 vols
1969

219
buch
todtenbuch
Lep
lepsius
sius das Todten
lessius
par
p3r
ar par
prf0
prfu ie re the sun

god cf
spracher
sprache
rache 5 vols
Woerter buch der aegyptischen Sp
woerterbuch
woerterbucb
hereafter cited as wb
symbolic of the regenerative powers

grabow
adolf erman and hermann grapow
berlin belegstellen 1971 24018
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shining forth and never ceasing to rise you are
a master of forms who has numerous appearances
you hide yourself from your children10
with
children10 in or withl
wiehl
the udjat eye 11 you are the strong roarer in the
12 of the gods you are a
midst of the assembly12
Assembly
powerful runner swift of stride 13 you are a
strong god who comes to the one that summons him
and who comes
comeal to the one that laments his misery
comesl
land
caused by need or pesti
pestilence
pestl
lencel come then to my
nameiy is in my
name15
call for 1I am ahet
ihet 14 your namei5
mouth and 1I will say it he of hghghr16 is your
rbt17 is your name sapt
ikas
rrs
ikrs
name
srpt
diw
iri ars
zrs mg
ing rbti7
sfat miw
sriw18
sriwl
ffrst19 is your name 1I have
srill is your name uyst19
ihei hear my voice this
praised your name 1I am met
net
day you placed a flame under res head and behold
he is in the divine netherworld in heliopolis 20
you caused him to become like those upon the earth 21
he is your soul do not forget him come to the
osiris efonakh justified and cause a flame to
occur under his head truly he is the soul of the
great body22 which rests in heliopolis shw fjar
pr sr23
sr
tw241 is his name come indeed and
is his name br kt tw24
cause him to become like one of your followers for
this one he belongs to you
net which is made
to be recited over a figure of met
of fine gold and placed around the neck of the
glorified being and also put in writing upon new
papyrus and placed under his head if this is

2

3

4

hgh&

lri

5

6

7

8

9

one who hides himself from his children
an epithet of ammon re at
khasut cho i s in the delta the meaning is not known
w43t
mdt
adt
wdt the uninjured eye of horus from wd3 to be hale uninjured also
of re and generally of any god or goddess also an amulet in the form of an eye

the

4 0112
cf wb 1140112
psda
pudt
psdt literally the nine but perhaps better understood as a plural of
ie all gods this idea was suggested to me by professor hans goedicke

a

plural

just what these epithets mean is not at all clear
aht
iht the heavenly cow mh wrt a form of hathor cf wb 11206
11206
lvery
every
ivery god and goddess possessed a hidden or secret name if anyone could find
out this name he would have power over the god or goddess cf budgie
budge gods
Real lexicon p 501ff
50lff
1301 and bonnet reallexicon
hghghr the word is meaningless in egyptian
also meaningless
also meaningless this name is found behind the four sons of horus on the
joseph smith hypocephalus

also meaningless all of these names may be just gibberish or some other
language perhaps nubian see budge gods 221
not the earthly heliopolis but rather the heavenly heliopolis in the same
sense as the heavenly jerusalem
211 e
ie made alive again

ie

osiris
1I have no suggestions for this
A p13
another incomprehensible name

121e
23

rt
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done there will be a multitude of flames all
donaj
donej

10

11

12

13

around him as it is with those upon the earth
ahet ie the hypocephalus is a very
the eye of ihet
great protection for her son re when he sets
his throne shall be encircled by a zealous 12525
army he shall be made divine26 in the necropolis
and he shall not be turned back from any door of
the netherworld successfully then shall you say
after
afters you have placed this goddess around the neck
afterl
of the glorified being 0 most hidden one who is
in heaven watch over the body of your son and
andl
preserve him in the necropolis
this is a great and secret book do not allow anyones eyes to see it for that would be an abomination he who knows it ie the book
booki and keeps it
bobki
secret he will continue to exist
the name of this book is mistress of the secret

temple

the end

hypocephali are found in several museums in europe 27 but
except for the joseph smith hypocephalus none seem to have
found their wayto
way to america the largest single collection of hypo
acephali
cephali
cephall is in the british museum and three pieces of that collection are very closely related to the joseph smith hypocephalus
both in layout and text 28 comparing these with facsimile 2 from
the pearl of great price has made it possible to reconstruct the
original text of the joseph smith hypocephalus with only a few
questionable readings
since the story of the finding of the hypocephalus and the
other scrolls and how they eventually came into the possession
of joseph smith is given elsewhere 29 1I will touch on itonly
it only briefly
itoney
around the year 1818 antonio lebolo was employed by bernadino
drovetti french consul general in egypt at the time to find
23

found in the wb

fejr

fajr
fe Jr

mhdtyy
mbdt
modt

old perfective that the word
ntrw
nirw
inactive cf wb 236415
inative
deterry
deterrm
determinative
26
norw

1

I

this

word is not

is not a noun is made clear from the

british museum in london the louvre in paris berlin museum magyor
etl museum in budapest cairo museum in egypt
Neira eti
nemzeti
neiraeti
nelra
21the
he three are 37909 8445c 8445f berlin no 7792 although badly mutilated
also shows similarities

see keith terry and walter whipple from the dust of decades salt lake
ap 1123
city bookcraft 1968 pp
11 23 see also james R clark
oark story of the pearl of
dark
great price salt lake city bookcraft 1955 and joseph smith jr history of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints ed B H roberts salt lake city deseret
book 1971 234850
2348 50
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gurneh he
antiquities in thebes while digging in the area of gurnea
discovered a large shaft at the bottom of which he found some
400 mummies he removed eleven of them but died before he
was able to remove any of the others of these eleven seven were
retained by drovetti but the remaining four were willed to lebolo s nephew michael chandler and were shipped to him in
america when chandler received the mummies he unwrapped
them and found several papyri with them among which was the
hypocephalus we are now considering in 1835 chandler sold
the mummies and the papyri to the church and joseph smiththen
smith then
began to translate and publish them in the millennial star thus
it would seem from the meager evidence we have that the joseph
gurneh
smith hypocephalus came from a tomb located in the gurnea
area of thebes from the text of the hypocephalus itself it seems
that the owner s name was She
shonk 30
sheshonk
when perusing facsimile 2 one is immediately struck by the
contrast between most of the hieroglyphic signs which are readily
recognizable and the signs of the right third of the figure on the
outer edge as well as the outer portions of the sections numbered
12
15 on closer examination these prove to be hieratic and in1215
verted that is upside down to the rest of the text
and most
tic characters are recognizable as a fairly
hiera
hieratic
surprising of all these biera
faithfully rendered copy of lines 2 3 and 4 of the church papyrus
XI which contains a portion of the sensen papyrus or book of
Brea things especially clear is the actual word susn
snsn in section 14
breathings
and part of the name of the possessor of the papyrus tay
t3y hayt
hbyt
repeated twice why this was done 1I am not sure 1I can only postulate that these portions of the hypocephalus were damaged a common enough occurrence because of the extremely fragile condition
of these documents and someone the printer one of the prophet s
associates or joseph smith himself copied these characters off the
sensen papyrus so that the facsimile would look complete in
support of this view is an ink drawing of facsimile 2 in the church
historian s office which shows blanks in these sections
following is
is a reconstructed hieroglyphic transcription of the
text of the joseph smith hypocephalus As is the normal practice
it will read from left to right rather than from right to left as is
found in the original text
see translation on page 265 of this article
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hieroglyphic transcription

FACSIMILE 2

I
ajjjgs&t0
rteh
flilsms

MA

AIZ

edge
edae
ede

pk
dds
effs
ffs

a

1

T0
T 0s

It

JJ M

JN1

teili

nan
ann
30
6
UQ

7

I1

u
1 A

9

& o00
0o
00

s

af
15
I1

J

&
P

17
T

n

a

I1 I1 I1

1

ra
fu

11

inj

az

A

M

0
ra

y
ig
S

v

T

y

Q

n

1

c

4

a0

L

00

16

sc

I1

C

s

c

0
ro

y7 A

ya

T

0 S

0
13

9

r

19

20

4

a CFP
eid
cid

I

21

2

LD

13

.3
3

arl&rl
ing
hinj

7

d 1
I

rsn

a ya
y7

J

S

44

M

2

10

qn

1I

ea
e3

40
4

0

i

11
1

1I

q

jn

ld

191
tzi l
izi

a
13

a

1

Q

CD

IJD
imd
imn

propose the following translation of the reconstructed text of
facsimile 2 1I have tried to avoid giving too literal a translation
meakim of that original as 1I
but have sought rather to convey the meanim
meaning
understand it whenever a question arose my
niy reasons for translating a given word or passage as I did are given in the footnotes
also included for comparison are translations of the three hypo
acephali
cephali from the british museum which show close relationship with
the joseph smith hypocephalus
I1

1
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JOSEPH SMITH

hypocephalus

am djabty31
djabty in the house of the benben in heliopolis 32
so exalted and glorious 33 1 I am a populating
ting bull without equal 34
copula
copulating
35
mighty god36 in the house of the benben in heli1 I am that
opolis
that mighty god

edge

1I

god

ones
left middle 0 god of the sleeping ones37

from the time of the
creation 38 0 mighty god lord of heaven and earth the netherworld and his great waters 39 grant that the soul of the osiris40
osiris40
shonk 41 may live
She
sheshonk

bottom may this tomb never be desecrated

422

and may this soul and

its possessor never be desecrated in the netherworld

upper left you shall be as that god the busirian
Bu sirian 43
to the left of the standing two headed god the name of this
mighty god

hypocephalus

BRITISH MUSEUM

edge 0 djabty in the house of the benben in heliopolis so high
A populating
copulating
ting bull
copula
may you cause fire to occur under his head
daty
q3bty
dbty wb 45627 an epithet of osiris perhaps meaning the provider

is thought to
lebah
ich Is
which
box like hebrew libah
tbah ark of noah wh
be a borrowing from egyptian
cf francis brown S R driver and charles
briggs hebrew and english lexicon of the old testament oxford clarendon press
p 1061
1968
ewt
hwt bnbn the name of the sun sanctuary in heliopolis cf wb 145910 see
analecta orientalia 37
Osor kon
also ricardo caminos
the chronicle of prince osorkon
pontifice
rome pontifica
Biblic um 1958 p 127
Ponti fica institutum biblicum
these two adjectives may refer either to the house of benben or to djabty
the latter seems the more likely
from earliest times the egyptians thought of the bull as being especially strong
and fertile and both gods and kings were associated with the bull budge gods
124 27
12427
pwy 3 other hypocephali
reading nty bwy
bypocephali have nir 3 here
36nfr
ntr 3 mighty god a term used to refer to osiris and to the dead person
thought of as osiris wb 256l2&7
23612&7
strw
sdrw ie the dead cf wb 43929
sp tay
sofay
fay literally first time ie the creation cf wb 34381 M with the
sense from
cf wb 2110
mw 3 the primeval ocean from which the sun rose on the day of creation
and which surrounds the earth cf henri frankfort ancient egyptian religion new
york harper Torch
books 1961
torchbooks
on the identification of the dead with osiris see frankfort religion p 103ff
osiris was among other things the god of the resurrection cf budge gods 2141
2l4l
sang
srug
ssng
ng the name of several kings of dyn XXII it is lybian
labian in origin
42
amending
Em ending to nn thita
emending
thitw hat
h3t in similar passages but even more garbled are
found in the british museum hypocephali 8445c 3445f and 37909
dewy
wy a nisbe of daw
ddwy
siris a cult center of osiris in the delta and thus
ldwy
busiris
ddw Bu
Ld
used as an epithet of osiris cf wb
wh 56307
on the importance ofa
of a gods name see footnote 15

it can also be

atr

h
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As for this mighty god may he cause the soul of the osiris buk
heben justified to live

mighty god who lives breathes and journeys on
the water and whose word re enters to hear

right middle

0

left middle 0 august god 0 mighty god

who lives in heaven
you are one who is jealous of his power a living one to whom
is given life duration and dominion forever
BRITISH MUSEUM

hypocephalus 37909

edge 0 djabty in the house of the benben so high and glorious
whose majesty is distinpopulating
copula ting bull mighty god in
0 copulating
chons
guished
gui shed may you grant that the soul of the osiris takhered khons
justified live who is the daughter of tanu en baste most justified

top half by standing0 figure
fleure 1I am known
are
top half left upper section you are47

and 1I know 40
the eight rams you have

lived

bottom half

tomb of the water room
BRITISH MUSEUM

1

I

48

mrht
erht chamber 49

hypocephalus 8445c

edge 0 shrine50
shrine50 in the house of the benben so high and glorious
ting bull mighty god living one who is over the gods
copulating
copula
0 populating
to the osiris har
here
in
several words are broken off herel
you cause flame to occur under his head for he is
justified may you51
one of your followers 52
bottom

trespassed tomb of the chapel of water

top you are the eight rams of your gods

1

53

54

ard ed
H gardiner egyptian grammar 3rd
419 24
london oxford university press 1966 paragraphs 41924
18
3rd ed paragraphs 309
4rhkwy
rhkwy old perfective cf gardiner grammar ard
30918
iwk rather than iwnk
read awk
hat
HS t n mw just what this might be 1I dont know
h3t
myhr
mrht
feht with house determinative not found in the wb
frht
mgt shrine cf wb 55618 this lacks the seated god determinative
found in the other hypocephali see footnote 31
read k instead of f
this is almost verbatim from chapter 162 of the book of the dead see trans61 of this article
lation on pages 260
26061
1 I have no idea what this refers to
seems garbled

rhy

a passive

samf
adm
sdm f
sdmf

cf alan
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FACSIMILE 2 BY THE NUMBERS

the

interpretation of illustrations is probably the most difficult
part of understanding egyptian texts these illustrations were not
included merely for decoration they were always used to supplement and clarify the text their symbolic meaning however is
often for us quite obscure and even baffling A given symbol can
have many different meanings and trying to decide which one the
author of the text was trying to convey is at times nearly impossible
udjaf eye can represent healing but also complefor example the udjat
tion light totality protection glory and even riches 55 add to this
the fact that in many instances we have no idea what some symbols
mean and one can appreciate the magnitude of the problem now
before us samuel birch after struggling to explain the meaning of
several of the illustrations found on the hypocephali he was studying finally admitted the esoteric meaning of these scenes is unknown 56 following is an interpretation of the illustrations on the
joseph smith hypocephalus
1
A seated deity with two or in most hypocephali four
four57
c
cnh
ram s heads he holds in his hand the symbols of life anh
on either side of the god are
dominion was
w3j
w3s and stability dd
two cynocephalic apes nos 22 and 23 with horned moondisks
moon disks on
their heads in an attitude of adoration 58 there are also two serpents one on either side of the seated deity 59
kanum 60 when
this seated god represents the creator god khnum
thus depicted with four heads kanum
khnum united within himself the
attributes of the gods re the sun shu light geb the earth
and osiris the afterworld and he was considered to be the type
j3tgl this four headed version
of the primeval creative force aft
h3t
sft hat
aegyptische
gertrud thausing and traudl kerzt
kretschmann das grosse aegyplische
kerat kratschmann
schriffen
huch
buch
schriften
toren
Toten
ruch
fuch
en des osterreichischen kulturinstituts kairo archaeologisch
Tolen
totenbuch
tolenhuch
rurh Schrift
Histo
rische abteilung band 1I 1969
historische
samuel birch hypocephalus in the british museum no 8445 PSBA 6 may
1884 p

185

see eg

british museum hypocephali 37909 8445f 8445c etc for another
hypocephalus with only two heads represented see PSBA 1897 plate 11
II also in
another hypocephali the god is wearing one or more atif crowns
the number of apes varies from two to as many as eight
these snakes often have circles drawn around them for example see british
museum hypocephalus 8445f
so william flinders petrie abydos 1I 1902 twenty second memoir of the
egyptian exploration fund london published by order of the committee 1902
estudes
eltudes archiologiques
archeologiques linghtiques
tudes
P J de borrack
Hor
hypoc6phales
rack les hypocephalus
hypocephales in audes
lingistiques et his
horrack
ques dediees
rori
tori
roti
tongues
addies
ddies ai mr iele dr C leemans ed W pleyte leiden apnp 1885
rack
P J de borrack
hypocephalus in the musee du louvre PSBA 4 march 1884
Hor
horrack
p 128 wiedeman however in bonnet reallexikon p 389 considers it to be a
representation of the pantheistic amon re
6
budge gods 251 wb 4456 13 bonnet reallexikon pp
ap 137
38
13738

267
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of kanum
khnum was worshiped at mendes egyptian b3
ab ddt
ba nb
adt the
ram or ba
bal of the lord 62of djedet and he was called the ram
with four faces on one neck
the basic ideas apparently represented by the central figures on
the hypocephalus focus on the creator god his powers in life
dominion and stability in much the same vein joseph smith s
comments on these characters speak of the first creation god s
residence
government and measurement of time the ideas
in the two cases strike parallels if we admit life and residence as
closely related concepts dominion and government as functional
equivalents and measurements of time as presupposing some form
of stability
the cynocephalic apes can represent thoth and the moon 63 but
due to their curious habit of watching the rising of the sun the apes
were also thought to be spirits of the dawn who were worshiping the
sun at its rising 64 for this reason they are often found in connection with the sun also besides these solar and lunar associations
apes are found in connection with stars and constellations 65 exactly
what they represent here is not clear but joseph smith s explanation
that the two apes represent stars is not unreasonable A scene quite
similar to this is found on the obverse of the famous metternich
stela where eight apes are seen worshiping a seated god with four
rams heads the god himself is encircled in a sun disk to the left
stands the ibis headed god thoth with whom as before mentioned
the apes are often found associated 66
the meaning of the two snakes is harder to arrive at snakes
were an object of both fear and reverence for the egyptians on the
one hand they were considered to be earth demons because of
their close association with the ground and they were avoided as
much as possible but along with this belief was the idea that
snakes possessed a protective power and for this reason they were
67
tombs
and
used as amulets for the protection of houses temples
it is probably in this latter sense that they are used here
2 A two headed deity wearing the double plumed crown of
mountedon
his shoulders are jackal
amen with ram s horns moun
mounted
on it on
tedon
onhis
ochis
budge gods 26465
264 65
rack les hypo
horrack
borrack
65 frankfort religion illustration 3 de Hor
ibid pp
ap 364
36465
cephales
c6phales
cephalis
haies p 60
hales
cep
budge gods 2365
bonnet reallexikon p 7
gor
aegpt ische todten
tor an illustration see budge gods 2271 see naville aegyptiscbe
for
chapter iga where the vignettes show apes worshiping re harakhty
burb ltflxxi
itflxxi
or a sun disk
bonnet reallexikon p 682
52

268
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u

LD

7u
au

I1

U

0

u

A

fac simile from the book of abraham no
facsimile

2
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beads
heads and he is holding the jackal standard of wepwawet to his
right is an altar with offerings on and around it in most hypo
hali he is holding the ankh or symbol of life in his right hand
acephali
cephali
cep
also to his right is a line of hieroglyphics reading the name of
thiis
this mighty god
P J de borrack
horrack considers this to be amen re the two heads
illustrating the hidden and mysterious power of amen combined
with the visible and luminous power of re 68 william petrie agrees
that it is amen re but sees the twoheads
two
iwo heads as representing the rising
and setting sun 69 that the deity is a form of amen is clear from
the fact that he is wearing the double plume crown mentioned in
jackals heads
chapter 162 of the book of the dead but why he has jackala
is isholding
on his shoulders and inholding
holding a jackal standard is not so evident
the jackal is generally used as a symbol of anubis and wepwawet
both funerary gods anubis being specifically the god assigned to
guide the dead through the afterworld to the throne of osiris
perhaps due to the funerary character of the hypocephalus it was
thought that amen should also carry emblems indicative of his
power over that realm as well
again we can compare here the significance ascribed to these
characters by joseph smith where the hypocephalus depicts the
two headed deity holding the symbol of life or power over death
joseph mentions holding the key of power where an altar is
shown joseph identifies the principle of sacrifice upon an altar
as revealed by god to abraham A hidden power seems to be associa
sociated
ted with the name of the two headed god who probably serves
as a guide for the dead to bring them into the presence of god
this might concur with joseph s explanation that this figure stands
dolob as a guide surely must do if he is going to be able
next to kolob
to lead the dead to god
3 hawk headed re with the sun disk on his head seated on the
solar bark on either side of him is an udjat eye in his hand he
w3j sceptre
holds the was
sceptry symbol of dominion 70 and in front of him is
w3s
an altar with a lotus blossom on it
re seated in his bark represents the sun in its daily journey
across the sky and symbolizes resurrection and rebirth since the sun
was thought to die and be reborn each day the lotus on the altar
de horrock louvre hypocephalus PSBA 1884 p 128
petrie abydos I1 p 50
ws
dominion
ard ed p 559 raymond 0 faulkcf gardiner grammar 3rd
w3s
ner A concise dictionary of middle egyptian oxford printed for the griffith institute at the university press 1962 p 54
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in front of him is also symbolic of rebirth and the rising sun 71 the
udjat
usaf eye72 was symbolic of light and protection among other
and is thus not out of place in this context
things

ujaf

detec tedin
detected
in joseph smith s
here again certain similarities may be detectedin
explanations where we may identify a royally seated god holding
the sceptre
sceptry of dominion joseph describes a god sitting on his throne
clothed with power and authority the sun disk on the god s head
and the udjat eye symbolic of light and protection somewhat track
in meaning joseph s mention of a crown of eternal light
also
key words of the holy priesthood
the grand keywords
no explicit mention
of resurrection imagery is made by joseph smith here or elsewhere
in his explanations but his entire discussion assumes an immortal
perspective
4 A mummiform hawk with outspread wings seated upon a
boat represents either horus soped
coped or sokar both hawk gods
which are symbolized by a mummiform hawk 73 de horrack
borrack suggests that it symbolizes the resurrection of the body or soul 74 but
this does not seem to be very convincing to me one outstanding feature of this figure is its outspread wings which are not normally
found in representations of these two gods some connection with
7
catlon of the sky seems clear 75
person i fi cation
horus the personification
the association
with sokar the ancient god of memphis is even more interesting
in the festival of sokar which was celebrated in many parts of
egypt a procession was held in which the high priest would place
the sokar boat on a sledge and pull it around the sanctuary this
procession was symbolic of the revolution of the sun and other celes71
unfortunately no texts have come down to us explaintial bodies 76
ing this symbolism in more detail
joseph smith sees here symbolism for the expanse or firmament
of the heavens which concept as stated above the egyptians often
horns also joseph s exrepresented by a hawk god especially horus
dolob and
planation that this figure represents the revolutions of kolob
Oli blish agrees favorably with what we know of the symbolism of
oliblish
the sokar boat in the festival of sokar at memphis
budge gods 218
gross e toren
buch p 75
duch
Toten
tolenbuch
totenbuch
Tolen
thausing grosse
73
budge gods 1498 and 505
rack les
horrack
borrack
rack
de borrack
horrack
louvre hypocephalus PSBA 1884 p 128 de Hor
Hor
hypocephalus
p 60
budge gods 1146 the name horus probably means he who is on high
cf J gwyn griffiths the conflict of horus and seth liverpool liverpool university press 1960 p 37
budge gods 1505
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A cow wearing a sun disk and double plumes with a memt
menir
menit
kemt
necklace symbol of hathor ihei etc 77 this is the cow ihei
mentioned in chapter 162 of the book of the dead which should be
drawn on a piece of new papyrus 78 this picture of a cow is comahet is a form of hathor the permon to almost all hypocephali ihet
sonification of the power of nature 79 she is also connected with
mehwerefc greek methyr
another cow goddess who symbolized
mchweret
the sky 80 the name mehweret mh wrt
wff means great fullness
ie the primeval waters from which re first arose especially indead81
structive
struc tive is a section of chapter 17 from the book of the dead
5

have seen this re who was born yesterday from the buttocks
82
of mehweret 132
if he prospers 1I prosper if 1I prosper he
prospers
what is this this is the primeval waters of heaven another
reading
it is the image of the eye art
irt of re in the morning
airt
jrt
irr
iff
lff
ift
at his daily birth
now as for mehweret she is the udjat83
udjafi3 of re
1I

standing behind the cow is an unidentifiable goddess whose head is
an udjat eye and who is holding a lotus blossom again the symbol
of rebirth 84
in relation to these characters joseph speaks of a governing
planet receiving light through a medium of governing power no
particular nexus however between the symbolism of the powers of
nature or the primeval waters and that governing readily commends
itself
6 these four standing mummiform figures are the four sons
alati with a man s head apy
msti
of horus emst
alsti
imst or asti
13py
hpy with an ape s
head dw3
bead and kah
kbh snwf with a
dwa mwtf
inw
ina t f with a jackal s head
hawk s head
bead
they were the gods of the four quarters of the
earth and later came to be regarded as presiding over the four
cardinal points 85 they also were guardians of the viscera of the
ibid 1430
1340 bonnet reallexikon p 459
1330
1450
Lepsius
lepsius
Todten buch chapter 162 lines 8899
lessius todtenbuch
budge gods 1431
budge gods 142223
1422 23 for pictures see plate facing p 422 titled mehweret
the eye of re
34 36
durb
Todten buch
darb chapter 17 lines 3436
todtenbuch
todienbucb
naville aegyptische toffen
re that is the sun was thought of as being born anew each day after having
died the night before
here ivd3t
ud3t
udet means not only eye but protection and amulet the hypocephalus
cep halus itself was called wd3t
w43t
de horrack
borrack
Horrack louvre hypocephalus PSBA 1884 p 127 see also footnote 71
budge gods 2145 E A wallis budge the egyptian book of the dead
papyrus of ani
new york dover 1967 p CI bonnet reallexikon p 315
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dead and their images were carved on the four canopic jars into
which the internal organs were placed
joseph smith simply states represents this earth in its four
quarters
behind the four standing figures there is a lotus blossom a lion
and a sheep this is the hieroglyphic name of one of the strange
gods of chapter 162 of the book of the dead86
dead
nead which is tentatively
briw
nnw
rendered art
snw just what god is meant is not known
srt mim
nilw sriw
nila
7 A seated ithyphallic god with a hawk s tail holding aloft the
divine flail several gods of similar appearance are found on the
8t before him is what appears to
metternich stela mentioned above at
be a bird of some sort presenting him with an udjat
uniat eye in most
udiat
other hypocephali it is a snake or an ape that is presenting the eye
but often this snake seems to have a hawk s head this snake is
thought to be nehebka a snake god and one of the assessors in the
125th chapter of the book of the dead 88 nehebka was considered
to be a provider of nourishment and as such was often shown presenting a pair of jars or the udjat eye the symbol of all good gifts 89
As for the bird found in facsimile 2 this could symbolize the ba
which is often represented as a bird by the egyptians presenting
the udjat eye to the seated god
the seated god is clearly a form of min the god of the regenerative procreative forces of nature perhaps combined with horus as
the hawk s tail would seem to indicate 90
joseph smith mentions here the holy ghost in the form of a
words
keywords
dove and god revealing through the heavens the grand key
of the priesthood
the procreative forces receiving unusual accentuation throughout the representation may stand for many divine
generative powers not least of which might be conjoined with the
blessings of the priesthood in one s posterity eternally
taken as a whole the figures and illustrations of the hypocephalus all seem to point toward the egyptians hope in a resurrection
and life after death although this message seems to be conveyed
by a strange assortment of gods animals and mixtures of both it
1I

260 61 of this
Todten buch chapter 162 line 5 see translation on pages 26061
sius todtenbuch
Lep
lepsius
lessius
article and also footnote 18
see footnote 66
so petrie abydos 1I p 50 samuel birch henry B meux hypocephalus
5
hypocephalus in the british museum no 8445a
PSBA 1883 p 38 birch
hypocephalus
rack les hypocephales
hypocphales
horrack
borrack
reallexikon p 389 de Hor
february 1884 p 107 bonnet reallexzkon
P

59

bonnet reallexikon p 511
so petrie abydos 1I p 50
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is well to remember that to the egyptians these were all aspects of

the one god who manifested himself in many forms 91

conclusion
although we can with the help of other similar texts reconstruct the text and figures of the joseph smith hypocephalus with
a fair degree of accuracy we are still far from completely understanding the message which the egyptians meant to convey by it
the text of the hypocephalus itself seems to be an address to osiris
the god of the dead on behalf of the deceased sheshonk
She shonk As is
the case with most egyptian texts especially religious texts it is
full of references to matters either obscure or unknown to us although undoubtedly clear to the egyptians needless to say much
work is still to be done before we can fully understand the import
of the joseph smith hypocephalus and hypocephali in general
unfortunately there has been little or no work done on them since
the end of the last century I1 hope however that 1I have been able
contribute to our knowledge of this interesting group of texts
to contributeto
buch pp
kuch
totenbucb
Toten
Thaus
mg grosse totenbuch
ap 16 and
thausing
ap 223
reallexikon pp
25
22325

72

budge gods 113146
1131 46 bonnet
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